CT OF MULLERIAN ADENOSARCOMA ARISING IN ENDOMETRIOSIS
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Mullerian adenosarcoma is a rare tumor that usually arises in the uterus. Occasional cases arising in endometrial implants have been reported. We report the computed tomography (CT) findings of histologically proven mullerian adenosarcoma arising in perirectal endometriosis in a 46-year-old woman.
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INTRODUCTION
Mullerian adenosarcoma (MA) is an uncommon variant of mullerian mixed tumor of the uterus generally characterized by a benign glandular component and a low grade sarcomatous stromal component (1). These tumors arise in endometrial tissue and thus can arise in ectopic foci of endometriosis. Cases of extrauterine MA arising from endometriosis of the ovary and of the pelvic wall have been described in the pathology literature (2-4). We present the computed tomography (CT) findings of a histologically proven case of MA arising in perirectal endometriosis.

CASE REPORT
A 46-year-old woman presented with a complaint of bright red blood per rectum and pelvic pain that increased with defecation. Her medical history was significant for endometriosis and pelvic pain dating back to 1965. She had a hysterectomy for cervical dysplasia in 1975. No malignancy was found in the specimen. At laparotomy in 1982, fulguration of endometrial implants on the bladder and stomach and a bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy were performed. Numerous additional bowel implants were noted at the time of surgery but were not treated due to the length of the procedure. In 1985, she had a right hemicolectomy for endometriosis. She had a cholecystectomy in 1987 for endometriosis involving the gall bladder. In November 1990, she noted the onset of bright red rectal bleeding, and a biopsy taken during colonoscopy showed MA. She received a two-month course of iododeoxyuridine (IUDR) radiosensitization and radiation therapy from December 1990 to February 1991. Pre- and posttherapy CT scans (Figure 1) show the MA compressing the rectum and almost completely occluding its lumen. In March 1991 she underwent surgery to resect the sarcoma. A 10 cm x 10 cm mass was resected, and another 15 cm x 10 cm pelvic mass attached to the pelvic wall was felt to be unresectable. The histologic diagnosis was a pleomorphic malignant neoplasm with associated endometriosis consistent with mullerian adenosarcoma.

DISCUSSION
MA is an uncommon variant of malignant mesodermal mixed tumor (MMMT) that was first described in 1974 (1). It most commonly arises in the endometrium, but it has also been reported to arise in the endocervix and the myometrium (1). Extrauterine cases have been reported arising from the ovary (epithelium or endometrial implants) (4), pelvic sidewall (mesothelium or endometrial implants) (3, 4), and the pelvic peritoneum comprising the broad ligament (2). Recently, a case of MA arising in endometrial implants within the bladder has been reported (5).

The average age of occurrence for intrauterine MA
is 58 years and 60% of these patients are 50 years of age or older, although cases occurring as early as the second decade of life have been reported (1). Extrauterine MA has been reported to occur at a younger average age of 49 years (4).

Clinically, uterine MA often presents as abnormal vaginal bleeding, pelvic pain, or symptoms related to uterine prolapse. On physical exam, the most common findings are tissue protruding from the external cervical os or an enlarged uterus. Protruding tissue is often clinically and sometimes pathologically misinterpreted as benign endocervical or endometrial polyps (1). In the few reported cases of extrauterine MA, clinical presentation has been variable, depending in part on tumor location (2–5).

On gross pathology, intrauterine MA tumors are typically solitary masses confined to the uterus, usually as sessile or pedunculated polypoid or papillary masses within the endometrial cavity. They may contain small cysts, and are capable of becoming quite large, with tumors up to 17 cm greatest diameter having been reported (1). Extrauterine tumors are typically large, partly cystic masses that may have smooth or irregular and lobulated surfaces. They may displace or invade other pelvic organs (4). Intrauterine and extrauterine MA are identical at histologic examination, consisting of malignant sarcomatous stroma admixed with neoplastic, but histologically benign, epithelial elements. As a rule, these are tumors of low malignant potential, in contrast to the more typical MMMT in which the epithelial component is also malignant (1, 4). However, widespread hematogenous metastatic disease to lung, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae and mediastinal and abdominal perinodal adipose tissue have been reported, with only the sarcomatous element identified in the metastases (3, 4). There is some evidence that extrauterine MA is more aggressive than intrauterine MA (4).

Treatment of MA of the uterus is usually hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, although some cases have been treated with local excision, sometimes in combination with radiation therapy or chemotherapy (1). The disease recurs in 25 to 30% of patients, with recurrence almost always limited to the pelvis, vagina, or abdomen. A correlation between recurrence and deep myometrial invasion has been reported (6). The recommended treatment for recur-
rent or primary extrauterine MA is resection, or wide local excision when complete removal is impossible. The role of chemotherapy in these cases is unknown.

Less is known about MA arising in foci of endometriosis. It has been reported (3, 4). Ectopic endometrial tissue is subject to many of the changes that affect normal endometrium and it occasionally undergoes malignant change (7-9). It is difficult to assess the frequency with which this occurs, but it is clear that any type of malignant tumor that can arise from the uterine endometrium may also develop in ectopic endometrial tissue (10). The possibility exists that our case represents recurrent uterine tumor that was unrecognized in the hysterectomy specimen. However, in Clement's study (1), recurrence of uterine MA occurred at a mean interval of 3.4 years after hysterectomy and the longest interval reported was 9.5 years. As this patient's uterus was removed fifteen years before she was diagnosed with mullerian adenosarcoma, we believe that this is a primary tumor. In our opinion, this case meets all of Sampson's criteria (11) for malignant degeneration in endometriosis: (a) foci of endometriosis were found in close proximity to the tumor; (b) no other possible primary was found; and (c) the histological appearance is such that its origin from endometriosis is possible.

Although rare, MA should be considered in the differential diagnosis of a pelvic mass in a patient with a history of endometriosis. In our case, prior to therapy the tumor was solid in appearance, but this finding cannot separate this tumor from endometriosis alone, which also may present as a solid mass (12). Any evidence of metastasis in a patient with known or suspected endometriosis should raise the possibility of malignant degeneration.
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